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As the shale sector looks for ways to 

improve well results, momentum 

is building to take a much closer look at 

how and where hydraulic fractures are 

created while pressure pumping fluids 

into tight, complex reservoirs. 

The effort is being driven by un- 

resolved questions over optimal well 

spacing and fracturing techniques. They 

are two closely related issues that dove-

tail into sector-wide production short-

falls associated to frac hits, a common 

well-to-well effect that experts in the 

technical community have recently 

named fracture-driven interactions. 

One of the biggest challenges in over-

coming these issues is to learn how to 

control the size of hydraulic fractures 

(the general emphasis is on reducing 

their lateral and vertical extensions) 

with a far finer degree of accuracy and 

finesse than is realistic today. There is 

an expanding array of diagnostic stud-

ies and new technologies working to this 

end. Several of the latest examples were 

highlighted at the recent Unconvention-

al Resources Technology Conference 

(URTeC) in Denver. 

Operators both large and small used 

the conference as an opportunity to 

express support for the broader use of 

tools considered to be classic compo-

nents of petroleum and reservoir engi-

neering: wellhead and bottomhole pres-

sure gauges. These two technological 

cousins are nothing new to the oil field, 

but have only recently become viewed 

as essential among those seeking afford-

able answers about how their fractures 

behave during the treatment.

“The industry badly needs a low-cost, 

stage-by-stage method that we can use 

for assessing the reservoir quality, the 

completion design, and fracture com-

plexities,” said Michael Sullivan, a res-

ervoir diagnostics advisor with Chev-

ron, during a technical session at URTeC. 

“Unfortunately, the high-cost and oper-

ational complexity is a barrier to most 

other stage-level assessments. What we 

need is something we can afford to do.” 

Sullivan was presenting a paper 

(URTeC 970) that describes how Chev-

ron’s Canadian asset team in the Duver-

nay Shale recently began using “free” 

wellhead pressure data to estimate each 

fracturing stage’s performance. His hope 

is that others follow the workflows as 

Chevron looks at more than half-a-dozen 

ways to use the data (including perfora-
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tion cluster efficiency analysis and frac 

hit identification) to refine its comple-

tions approach.

Sullivan highlighted that the new 

learnings are thanks to pressure gauges 

it uses per standard procedure, meaning 

they are on wellheads whether the data 

is analyzed or not. To drive down costs 

further, Sullivan advised other operators 

to buy their own gauges vs. renting them 

from service companies. “What I’ve been 

emphasizing around our company is that 

this is a measurement we can afford to 

make—so let’s make sure we’re getting 

the most out of it,” he added.  

New Data Leads  

to New Directions 

In the Permian Basin in Texas, Discovery 

Natural Resources is also paying close 

attention to well pressures measured 

during stimulations and documenting 

well-to-well interactions. The small, pri-

vate oil company moved into a pure hor-

izontal drilling program in the Wolf-

camp Shale only 2 years ago and, not 

long after, it decided to start using pres-

sure data from surface and bottomhole 

gauges to constrain fracture models and 

reservoir simulations.

The investment has delivered “some 

of the best datasets we have in the com-

pany,” according to Bryan McDowell, 

a technical advisor of asset develop-

ment at Discovery. In two new papers 

(URTeC 125, URTeC 272), the opera-

tor describes how reservoir diagnos-

tics and subsequent modeling have 

increased its understanding of fracture 

interactions and led to new completion 

designs based on landing zones for its 

stacked development. 

There is one note of caution for com-

panies just beginning to catalogue every 

recordable fracture interaction through 

pressure data: be prepared to take on 

the data management chores. In just one 

of Discovery’s recent fracturing opera-

tions, the pressure plots from the parent 

and child wells amounted to 56 million 

rows of data. “We’re a small company,” 

said McDowell, “so to us, it’s a huge 

amount of data.” 

Neither Chevron’s Duvernay team nor 

Discovery have plans to use their new 

data to test completion designs that are 

tailored on a stage-by-stage basis, often 

called the “engineered” completion. 

However, several companies at URTeC 

revealed that they are in the hunt. 

Despite various approaches, a uni-

versal objective of the engineered com-

pletion is to take into account the role 

of nature and prior reservoir produc-

tion and then customize individual stage 

treatments to avoid extensive fracture 

overlap between wells.

Devon Energy is among those explor-

ing this concept. In fact, the company 

is supporting research that aims to take 

things one step further by adding the 

“on-the-fly” element to the engineered 

completion. A new technical paper 

(URTeC 449) outlines its work with the 

University of Texas at Austin (UT) on 

near real-time fracture geometry esti-

mation—a key steppingstone to mak-

ing completion design changes during 

the treatment. 

“To make real-time changes, we have 

to be able to make a real-time recom-

mendation—and to make a recommen-

dation, you have to understand what’s 

happening in the subsurface second by 

second,” explained Brendan Elliott. He 

is a senior staff completions engineer at 

Devon who is completing a PhD in real-

time completion strategies. 

The research team he works on at the 

university is seeking to prove out a new 

analytical model and a real-time inver-

sion process that makes it possible to 

rapidly figure out where fractures are 

moving through the rock. Details of this 

model were shared earlier in the year 

by its principal developer, Ripudaman 

Manchanda, a research associate at UT, 

at an American Rock Mechanics Associ-

ation symposium (ARMA 19-2071). The 

software will eventually be available for 

any company to license from UT.  

The aim of the emerging toolset is to 

process enough data from a fracturing 

stage to inform changes on the subse-

quent stage. This could be done to opti-

mize hydraulic fracture growth from 

a treatment well, or to prevent a frac-

ture from breaking its way into the low-

pressure zone of a produced well. 

This would constitute the high-

est degree of fracture control ever 

achieved—but it is not a reality. 

In presenting the conference paper, 

Elliott acknowledged such a vision of 

real-time completions is at least couple 

of years away. The evolutionary steps 

begin with making well-to-well changes, 

then stage-to-stage changes, and finally 

there may be enough confidence to test 

intra-stage changes. 

Thousands of petrotechnicals gathered in Denver for the annual Unconventional 

Resources Technology Conference (URTeC) where several new papers on 

advanced completion designs using new diagnostics were presented.  

Source: URTeC.
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All of this will require more field work 

to decipher which toggles are the biggest 

influencers of fracture growth and com-

plexity—which could be treatment rates, 

how fast the rate is ramped up, total sand 

and fluid volumes, fluid rheology, clus-

ter spacing, and the number of perfora-

tions in a cluster. Experts believe there 

are at least a dozen other factors, not 

least of which are the landing zone and 

near-field geomechanics. 

Operators including Devon have 

already figured out how to manage at 

least one of these factors by adopting lim-

ited entry designs, also termed extreme-

limited entry, which use a small num-

ber of perforations in each fracturing 

stage. Fewer perforations make it easier 

to assess cluster efficiency, while at the 

same time, those making the switch have 

also found that too many perforations 

can lead to fractures that are longer than 

desired, increasing the risk of unwant-

ed frac hits.

 A Preference for Pressure

As operators look for reservoir diag-

nostics, they are finding that the most 

scalable tools are downhole and surface 

pressure gauges. Petrotechnicals work-

ing at Chevron’s Duvernay Shale asset in 

Alberta are among those following this 

emerging trend. 

Measured during zipper fracturing, 

the supermajor believes that analyzing 

post-fracture pressure falloff data could 

unlock a slew of valuable insights. 

“The basic premise is that when a 

fracture is connected to greater per-

meability—system permeability—the 

pressure will decay at a higher rate,” 

explained Sullivan while presenting the 

company’s paper at URTeC. “So when we 

can keep everything else constant, and 

change only one variable at a time, such 

as the fracturing fluid, geologic landing 

zone, completion type, etc., we can use 

this pressure fall-off rate as a compari-

son metric for optimization.”

As of the conference, Chevron had 

recorded the data from about 1,800 

stages in 58 wells, on 15 pads—but 

only analyzed about half. The com-

pany is now working on automating 

the signal analysis to speed the pro-

cess. While Sullivan stressed that Chev-

ron’s understanding of the fall-off data 

is still “evolving,” and it has made no 

changes to its completions yet based 

on the “signal,” it has identified sev-

eral ways it could lead to new plans  

and designs.  

One finding Chevron shared was that 

the pressure data can reveal cluster effi-

ciency—something shale producers 

have struggled to determine over the 

years. After validating with downhole 

fiber optics, the key takeaway is that 

when only a small number of perfora-

tions are taking fluid into the reservoir, 

a smaller pressure decay is observed 

after the stage is finished. Sullivan 

advised using the signal as a proxy to 

cluster efficiency “which then you could 

use for improving by changing your perf 

design, for example.” 

In another experiment, Chevron ana-

lyzed the pressure data from five stages 

in a well completed using single entry 

point sleeves to eliminate the uncertain-

ty of cluster efficiency. The stages landed 

in two types of rock: one was more brit-

tle as defined by Young’s modulus, and 

the other was less brittle. Each saw sig-

nificantly different leak-off rates, with 

the more brittle rock seeing the greatest 

pressure decay. 

Chevron was able to conclude that the 

brittle rock stages saw more complex 

fracturing due to the higher rate of pres-

sure leak-off. This was a major revelation 

for the asset team since the landing zone 

on these stages were all within 2–3  m 

of each other’s vertical depth. Previous-

ly, such small variances had not been 

seen as important factors for comple-

tions design. 

“Actually, it’s a big deal,” emphasized 

Sullivan. “The brittleness of the rock can 

control the fracture initiation complex-

ity, so what is within a meter of the well-

bore may matter a lot.” 

Chevron’s potential uses of pressure 

decay signal:

◗ Fracture modeling: Chevron 

is integrating the decay signal into 

geomechanical simulations to better 

understand its transient behavior. 

◗ Frac hit verification: When zipper 

fracturing on a multiwell pad with 

a “plug and perf ” completion, 

it may not be possible to know 

when a frac hit has occurred if 

the interval of the well being hit 

has already been isolated with 

a bridge plug. However, a frac 

hit is recognizable in the well 

being stimulated by observing an 

An example of a typical fracturing sequence of a single stage in which a 

diverter was used in the middle of the treatment. Such data are being studied 

to learn what the behavior of the pressure decay signal reveals about stage 

performance. The pressure decay is usually longer on pads that are being 

zipper fractured with other wells. Source: URTeC 970.
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anomalously high rate of post-frac 
pressure decay.

◗◗  Geologic controls: Expectations 
are that the pressure decay signal 
correlates to rock brittleness and 
the presence of natural fractures. 
Chevron also wants to map the 
results spatially to understand 
regional geology. 

◗◗  Proxy for production logging: 
If the rate of change in the signal 
indicates connected reservoir 
permeability, a stage-by-stage 
comparison may also indicate 
where the production is to flow 
from—thus, potentially serving 
as a reasonable alternative to 
using expensive production 
logging surveys.  

◗◗  Image log correlation: The decay 
rate might correlate with the density 
of natural fractures, however the 
analysis has not yet been run on 
any wells that used image log data 
along the lateral section. 

Why Real-Time Completions 
Won’t Happen 
Customizing stages—whether planned 
or made during a treatment—is con-
sidered by many operators as impos-

ing too much work on technical staff, 
which in many cases is doing more work 
with fewer resources. Most shale produc-
ers have shrunk considerably since the 
heady days of $100/bbl oil, and many 
continue to downsize as the sector faces 
ongoing financial hardship. 

And between the limited number of 
companies implementing or testing 
engineered completions, recent indus-
try literature and conference-circuit dia-
logue on the topic suggests that more 
producers are comfortable with planned 
changes than those that think they can 
make them during the treatment. Time 
will tell if the current research results in 
more converts. 

“Currently, industry does not see a 
clear benefit to making changes to the 
pumping schedule on the fly, because we 
don’t really know how to do it,” explained 
Mukul Sharma, a petroleum engineering 
professor at UT and proponent of on-
the-fly changes. He is also involved in the 
research project with Devon.

Despite the current state of readiness, 
Sharma argues that with infill drilling 
representing an ever-growing share of 
the North American shale well invento-
ry, real-time or near real-time fracture 
control will be an increasingly important 

tool for avoiding negative fracture inter-
action. “As the technology develops and 
we improve our ability to interpret inex-
pensive observations in adjacent monitor 
wells, I believe we will see the benefits of 
doing things this way.”

The opposing viewpoint is that on-
the-fly changes pose unnecessary chal-
lenges and that it is simply incompat-
ible with the industry’s adopted “factory 
mode” approach. 

One of those hurdles involves change 
management. Shale producers are 
famously rigid in how little flexibility 
is given to the fracturing consultants 
and company men tasked with carry-
ing out plans made weeks or months 
prior. This bleeds into accounting issues 
that would arise since final investment 
decisions on new wells are also made 
along the same timelines. Changing well 
designs on the spot makes it difficult to  
project costs. 

David Cannon, the senior vice presi-
dent of geoscience and technology for 
Diamondback Energy, was one of sev-
eral oil and gas executives at URTeC 
who raised other concerns. His cen-
tered around how on-the-fly comple-
tions would expose delicate supply 
chains that operators have spent years 
establishing, along with the “safe and 
efficient” work routines enjoyed by frac-
turing crews and those that pay their 
day rates. 

The gamble is that disrupting this 
fine-tuned orchestra of capital and labor 
risks negating any positive economic 
benefits achieved in the reservoir. 

“I think it’s an admirable goal,” Can-
non said of on-the-fly completions. 
“However, at the same time, you always 
have to think about the efficiency of the 
operations at the surface. When you 
can become repetitive, you can become 
very efficient.” 

Ready or Not, Here They Come
While engineered completions remain 
a larger point of debate than they do an 
industry practice, some operators are at 
least testing the waters.  

Callon Petroleum, a mid-sized Perm-
ian operator, is placing its bets around 
a mechanical Earth model and seismic 
inversion to predict how fractures will 

This 3D cube accounts for about 30 square miles of the Delaware Basin and 
was assembled by first putting together seven other 3D cubes that represent 
each stress equation used by a mechanical Earth model. Each color here shows 
the variations in minimum horizontal stress. Source: URTeC 208.
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propagate in different layers of rock. 

The company’s paper (URTeC 208) 

notes its motivation to experiment 

with engineered completions stemmed 

from concerns about the sustainabil-

ity of completions using “a repeated 

sequence implementing identical geo-

metric stage placement and pump- 

ing schedules.” 

By characterizing rock stress with 

logs, cores, and seismic data ahead of 

time, Callon has found that in high-

stress zones, fracture growth is more 

likely to be contained, resulting in less 

well-to-well interference. In low-stress 

zones, engineers and petrophysicist are 

using a new “seismic-to-simulation” 

workflow to avoid fracture asymmetry 

and frac hits by using wider stage spac-

ing and less aggressive stimulations. 

Callon says these learnings have enabled 

it to high-grade its acreage based on 

rock stress. 

Equinor is also in the early stages of 

studying rock stress for engineered com-

pletions at its Eagle Ford Shale asset, but 

it is taking a different route than Callon. 

Instead of using seismic interpretations, 

the company presented a case study it 

says validates the use of surface drill-

ing data—i.e., mechanical specific ener-

gy (MSE)—and a new modeling software 

to infer pore pressure and stress states 

(URTeC 511). 

Low pressures and stresses are cor-

related to areas of reservoir depletion, 

which as mentioned earlier, should affect 

stage placement and treatment. Equi-

nor points out that since the MSE data 

is already recorded during drilling, its 

acquisition comes at no extra cost. 

“A Direct Known Point  
in Space” 
As more operators realize that pressure 

data is reflective of fracture geometry, 

some want to get as close to the source of 

that pressure as possible—the fractures 

themselves. Devon is among those taking 

pains to do just that.  

One of the company’s URTeC papers 

that it coauthored with researchers from 

UT describes efforts to create a “new, 

fast analytical method to estimate frac-

ture geometry, and the resulting stresses 

around a propagating fracture” by iden-

tifying poroelastic responses that are 

the result of stress shadowing. Unlike 

other recently established pressure-

based diagnostics, this innovation for-

goes using bridge plugs to isolate and 

monitor a particular fracture stage in an 

offset well.

Instead, the unique approach calls 

for bottomhole pressure gauges to be 

installed at various locations along 

an offset well’s lateral section. These 

gauges are “externally ported” to 

the rock formation to measure pres-

sure in the reservoir and prevent pres-

sure communication with the inside of  

the casing.

The closer each gauge is to a prop-

agating fracture correlates to higher-

observed pressures. The extra effort of 

using downhole gauges this way is done 

to enhance the certainty of the reservoir’s 

pressure response data by attaching it to 

“a direct known point in space.”

 Analysis of the data is updated con-

tinuously as a stage is pumped, which 

allows engineers to use it as a near real-

time method for visualizing the pressure 

growing inside the formation as the frac-

tures move through the reservoir.

Devon has validated the new 

model using more complex 3D- and 

geomechanical-coupled numerical sim-

ulators, which are useful, but not in the 

context of real-time decision making 

since they take hours or days to run. The 

new analytical model only takes seconds.

“I think this is incredibly powerful,” 

said Elliott. “We really haven’t had this 

before, and the ability of simple mod-

els to project this is quite impressive.” 

He added that as the picture of fracture 

behavior and reservoir pressure changes 

The horizontal wellbore trajectories and distances between treatment stage 

and monitoring points. Due to the azimuth of this fracture and wellbore 

geometry, a fracture was observed passing the heel downhole gauge before 

a response was seen in the mid-lateral gauge. URTeC 449.
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becomes sharper, designed experiments 

can be run to test different parameters of 

the overall completion strategy.

The central job of the new model is to 

help figure out the three key unknowns 

of fracture geometry: net pressure, frac-

ture height, and fracture half-length. The 

challenge is that for any given pressure 

response, these three parameters can be 

combined in a nearly infinite number of 

ways to match the response. This means 

a fracture could be close to the point of 

measurement, or it could be farther away, 

and of different sizes, while generating 

the same observed pressure response.

To get closer to the true answer, the 

UT research team has turned to an inver-

sion algorithm that Elliott said enables 

the software to “calculate the full solu-

tion space” which is displayed as a curved 

surface. Each downhole gauge provides 

one of these curves. When three gaug-

es are used, the most likely solution 

for net pressure and fracture geometry 

is triangulated.

In the first pilot, Devon only used two 

gauges. One gauge was placed in the heel 

zone and one in the middle of an offset 

monitoring wellbore. At 8 minutes into 

the fracturing of an offset stage, the heel-

gauge recorded a pressure rise while the 

mid-lateral gauge did not see a response 

until 24 minutes into pumping. Knowing 

where these points were in the well, and 

how far apart those responses were in 

time was all that was needed to reveal the 

azimuth and behavior of the fractures.

The next set of goals for the Devon 

and UT team will be to run more pilots, 

validate the model against data sets 

from other industry partners, integrate 

the data with other diagnostic tech-

nologies, and move the process into 

real-time mode.  

Water Hits, Arrival Times,  
and Pinballs 
The work of detailed reservoir diagnos-

tics is not the sole domain of large com-

panies. There are ample case studies that 

show how small producers have increased 

their scrutiny of reservoir pressures and 

adopted integrated modeling workflows 

to engineer better well designs. 

One of the latest comes from Discov-

ery, which has only about 200 employ-

ees. In just 4 months, a single person 

in the company was able to develop a 

frac hit workflow to diagnose the inter-

actions it was observing by correlating 

production effects. The reservoir simula-

tion workflow, which incorporates some 

of that data, took a year to build with 

four staffers. 

Among the most critical learnings of 

this combined reservoir diagnostics pro-

gram is that frac hits in Discovery’s loca-

tion tend to have neutral effects on oil 

production, enabling the company to 

tolerate them with only slight delays in 

daily production. 

This was realized using data from 

downhole and surface gauges that in 

some cases recorded pressure increas-

es in shut-in offset wells by as much as 

2,000 or 3,000 psi during the treatment 

of another well. These pressures were 

often sustained for days and weeks. 

Despite the magnitudes, pressures 

often built up slowly, almost to the ini-

tial reservoir pressures recorded before 

the first offset wells were hydraulical-

ly fractured. When production data 

came in later, the engineering team saw 

something they never expected: gas-

to-oil ratios (GOR) in the offset wells 

went down.   

“With frac hits, what we see is a bump 

in water production and a drop in GOR—

every single time without fail,” said 

McDowell at Discovery, explaining that 

the working theory is that the fractur-

ing fluids are pushing the gas back into 

solution, providing a stronger drive for 

oil production once the well cleans up 

from a few days or weeks of solid water 

production. “It was pretty eye opening,” 

he added. “We knew things were hap-

pening, but we never knew the extent of 

the pressure.”   

Others have seen similar responses in 

the Permian and elsewhere, with one 

theory being that a slow offset pressure 

buildup indicates a complex fracture net-

work with many pathways for fracturing 

fluids to travel. Some experts believe that 

the tortuosity of these complex systems 

is such that the proppant gets held up 

somewhere in the near-field of the frac-

ture network, while the injected water is 

able to flow much deeper into the forma-

tion and adjacent wellbores. 

This graph represents the combination of data from two pressure monitoring 

locations inside the same well. It shows the most probable solution for fracture 

geometry is the blue line, specifically the lower values to the left. White spaces 

represent outcomes in which the calculations could not find a possible answer. 

Source: URTeC 449.
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Especially in water wet geologies, 

which includes Discovery’s position in 

the Wolfcamp, this becomes a plausi-

ble explanation of why wells that take 

frac hits are spared from being sanded 

in, meaning no proppant is observed. 

Instead they produce a large volume of 

water for several days or weeks before 

returning to baseline oil production. 

Accordingly, the company refers to 

these events as “water hits.” 

Discovery has inferred other inter-

esting fracture behaviors from pressure 

data, including how fracture interactions 

seem to relay from one well to another 

like a “pinball,” described McDowell. 

Related to this, and in a fashion simi-

lar to Devon’s (but relying on the tradi-

tional application of gauges and com-

mercial software), Discovery has shared 

how it determines the average velocity of 

fracture growth by measuring how fast 

the pressures move from well to well. 

The team uses this data for enhanced 

frac hit detection and well interference 

testing since it can learn the tendencies 

of its rocks by using the velocities to cal-

culate the “average arrival time” of each 

stage’s fractures. 

The case study proves that knowing 

when a pumping stage begins, the dis-

tance between wells, and the moment 

when offset pressures rise, an operator 

of any size can see how fast fractures 

are propagating outward from the treat-

ment well. As these patterns are seen 

over and over in the same field, the data 

becomes a hard-to-ignore diagnostic for 

well spacing. 

One reason why all these nuances are 

so important to document is that Dis-

covery needs them to make its invest-

ment in reservoir models and hydrau-

lic fracturing simulators worthwhile. 

These tools are seen as critical to mak-

ing informed changes to completion 

styles. However, many small and mid-

sized operators have shied away from 

models and simulators due to their cost, 

complexity, and uncertainty. 

But with low-cost pressure data, 

operators have at least one constraint 

to make their models and simulations 

more useful and believable. McDowell 

and others still know that getting the 

exact prescription for well spacing 

remains a difficult task. “But cutting 

down uncertainty is absolutely possi-

ble,” he said. “And if you can cut down 

uncertainty enough, then you’re eventu-

ally left with the answer, or at least a bet-

ter answer than you started with.” JPT
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The type of fracture-driven interaction was documented for 88 horizontal 

wells, showing that their frequency and intensity decreases with wider 

distances between wells. Most of the events were recorded as “water hits” 

while a small share were impacted positively by what is known as “oil 

banking,” which causes oil production to spike after a fracture interaction. 

Source: URTeC 125.
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